This talk focused on the role of simulations in deciding the use of soft power. Recent international conflicts have indicated that soft power is a better option as compared to hard power. After defining simulation, the speaker introduced the concepts of guarded-graduated use of soft power through precedence and influence graphs, with analysis of consequences of each action. A carefully-selected roadmap of progressively intensifying actions to pursue an issue, consistent with national grand-strategic objectives, was suggested as a better course of action as compared to sudden outburst of emotional actions, with zero follow through (monitoring) and follow up (evaluation). The conflict situation arises when the present state of affairs (concept of navigational path in space-flight dynamics) is very far away from the desired state (concept of guidance path). Calculated use of soft power (concept of optimal control) may take things in the desired direction. The concepts of equilibrium, non-equilibrium, transient and steady state (perspectives from statistics, physics and control theory) were brought out to study international conflicts. Steady state was shown to be the optimal solution resulting in conflict management, and a sustained steady state might be achievable after conflict resolution. Simulations should help in making decisions to choose an optimal path to reach steady state with minimum loss of life and damage to eco system in the least-possible time.
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